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Your Submission
In your experience, what areas of the bushfire emergency response worked well?
ABC Television and Radio announcements including suggestions for a battery operated radio that they actually handed out to us on our visit of
the ABC Studios.
Sky News was also informative and helpful.
In your experience, what areas of the bushfire emergency response didn’t work well?
The States/Territories Governments deliberately committing arson, watching small smoke escalate out of control committing violent deaths of
humans, wildlife and other animals, burning down properties, endangered habitat, the ramifications of the Governments actions not taken into
consideration, failing to learn from previous disasters, the massive bushfires donations abused by the Charities failing to hand out all of the
monies raised to the victims with victims still not handed any money to rebuild their homes and lives. The orders to kill wildlife fleeing from
bushfires instead of saving them to treat them, the order to send home a Vet who flew to Australia to help save and treat wildlife.
In your experience, what needs to change to improve arrangements for preparation, mitigation, response and recovery coordination for national
natural disaster arrangements in Australia?
Stop the Governments deliberate arson, with hefty fines, criminal convictions, prison.
Is there anything else you would like to tell the Royal Commission?
Stop the arson, mass extinction of wildlife, dropping poison bates, stop killing kangaroos and other wildlife and animals that maintain a healthy
well balanced ecosystem. They control bushfires through their natural foraging. Animals are not pests, the Governments are.
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